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Abstract. Structure elucidation by ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry
methods is based on the comparison of an experimentally measured momentum
transfer cross-section to cross-sections calculated for model structures. Thus, it is
imperative that the calculated cross-section must be accurate. However, it is not fully
understood how important it is to accurately model the charge distribution of an
analyte ion when calculating momentum transfer cross-sections. Here, we calculate
and compare momentum transfer cross-sections for carbon clusters that differ in
mass, charge state, and mode of charge distribution, and vary temperature and
polarizability of the buffer gas. Our data indicate that the detailed distribution of the
ion charge density is intimately linked to the contribution of glancing collisions to the

momentum transfer cross-section. The data suggest that analyte ions withmolecular mass ~3 kDa ormomentum
transfer cross-section 400–500 Å2 would be significantly influenced by the charge distribution in nitrogen buffer
gas. Our data further suggest that accurate structure elucidation on the basis of IMS-MS data measured in
nitrogen buffer gas must account for the molecular charge distribution even for systems as large as C960 (~12
kDa) when localized charges are present and/or measurements are conducted under cryogenic temperatures.
Finally, our data underscore that accurate structure elucidation is unlikely if ion mobility data recorded in one
buffer gas is converted into other buffer gases when electronic properties of the buffer gases differ.
Keywords: Ion mobility spectrometry, Mass spectrometry, Momentum transfer cross-section, Ion-neutral inter-
action potential
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Introduction

Ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) has
recently gained significant attention to elucidate conforma-

tions of proteins and their complexes [1–7]. Structure elucida-
tion by IMS-MS comprises two independent processes: mo-
mentum transfer cross-sections of analyte ions are measured
experimentally and, subsequently, computational approaches
are used to extract the analyte structure from the measured
cross-section [8, 9]. Details of the experimental measurement
process have been described in detail elsewhere [10]. Here, we
emphasize that the accuracy by which the absolute momentum
transfer cross-section Ω Tð Þ is determined experimentally is

crucial: any error made in measuring the absolute value of the
momentum transfer cross-section will be carried forward to the
computational analysis and, thus, bias the elucidated structure.
Once the momentum transfer cross-section has been experi-
mentally determined, computational tools are used to extract
the structure of the analyte ion [11–15]. In principle, the basic
workflow is straightforward: expected momentum transfer
cross-sections are predicted for theoretical model structures
and compared with the experiment. In practice, however, this
process is non-trivial, particularly for complex analyte ions
such as proteins.

One major unknown here is how the molecular charge
distribution influences the momentum transfer cross-section
of the analyte ion. The distribution of charges within the
analyte ion can influence its momentum transfer cross-section
in two distinct ways. First, the charge distribution can influence
the momentum transfer cross-section indirectly through pro-
moting structural changes of the analyte ion. For example,
proteins with higher charge states are more prone to unfolding
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prior to or during the IMS-MS experiment than proteins with a
lower charge state [16–18]. Consequently, high charge states of
proteins usually exhibit significantly larger cross-sections than
lower charge states [16, 19–21]. Secondly, the charge distribu-
tion can also directly influence the momentum transfer cross-
section of an analyte ion throughmodulating the ion–buffer gas
interaction potential [11, 22, 23]. Such effects would be ob-
served even in the absence of any structural changes prior to or
during the IMS-MS experiment.

For small analyte ions, such direct effects of the charge
distribution on the momentum transfer cross-section have been
observed [24–28]. Early studies conducted by Jarrold and co-
workers [23] and Bowers et al. [28] demonstrated that cross-
sections of carbon clusters measured in helium buffer gas
depend on the charge state. One more recent example is a
report by von Helden and co-workers on an IR study of
mobility selected protomers of benzocaine [26]. Their results
indicate that momentum transfer cross-sections of O- and N-
protonated isomers of benzocaine can differ by ~10% in nitro-
gen buffer gas due to charge localization in the N-protonated
Bprotomer.^ Notably, their study indicated that such charge
localization effects depend on the polarizability of the buffer
gas. More recently, Sobott and co-workers reported on the
influence of the molecular charge distribution on the momen-
tum transfer cross-section for several small molecules in nitro-
gen buffer gas [27]. Their data support the view that the
molecular charge distribution can significantly influence the
momentum transfer cross-section of small molecules in polar-
izable buffer gases. These studies are consistent with results
reported from Hill and co-workers on momentum transfer
cross-sections of para-halogenated anilines in helium, argon,
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide buffer gases [25]. They found that
the momentum transfer cross-sections correlate strongly line-
arly with the polarizability of the buffer gas. Intriguingly, their
data reveal that in helium buffer gas para-iodoaniline is ~37%
larger in momentum transfer cross-section than para-
fluoroaniline, whereas in carbon dioxide para-iodoaniline is
~8% smaller in momentum transfer cross-section than para-
fluoroaniline. Also, this observation was traced back to differ-
ences in electronic properties of the analyte ion and neutral gas
particles, respectively.

For analyte ions as large and complex as proteins, the
situation is not as clearly understood. When proteins are ana-
lyzed under native conditions, momentum transfer cross-
sections of low charge states are typically consistent with the
native protein structure [16, 19–21, 29]. By contrast, cross-
sections for high charge states can be twice as large as expected
for native protein structures. These large cross-sections ob-
served for high charge states of proteins can be rationalized
by charge state-dependent unfolding of the protein ion in the
gas phase [17]. That is, by presuming that the charge distribu-
tion influences the momentum transfer cross-section indirectly
through charge-state dependent structural dynamics of proteins
in the IMS-MS experiment [18]. Such charge-state-dependent
structural dynamics were recently described in detail by Bush
and co-workers [30] for ubiquitin ions by cation to anion

proton transfer reactions (CAPTR). However, the experimental
data show that momentum transfer cross-sections also increase
for low charge states of protein ions [19, 21, 29, 31, 32]. As one
specific example, Bowers and co-workers reported that mo-
mentum transfer cross-sections of native-like ubiquitin for
charge states +7 and +8 are ~3% and ~5% larger than charge
state +6 in helium [31]. In nitrogen buffer gas, charge states +7
and +8 are ~6% and ~8% larger than charge state +6 [31, 32].
Similar observations were made by Barran and co-workers [21]
for momentum transfer cross-sections of several proteins mea-
sured in neon, argon, and nitrogen buffer gases. Do these small
increases in momentum transfer cross-section for low protein
charge states arise from changes in the ion-neutral interaction
potential? Or are they due to minor structural changes due to
protein dynamics in the gas phase?

The discussion above illustrates that it is poorly understood
how strongly the molecular charge distribution would affect the
momentum transfer cross-section in the absence of structural
dynamics. Here, we seek to identify in more general terms
under what circumstances the charge distribution can be ex-
pected to directly influence the momentum transfer cross-
section of an analyte ion. To this end, we use carbon clusters
that differ in molecular mass as model systems and calculate
their expected momentum transfer cross-sections for nitrogen
and helium buffer gases, different temperatures, as a function
of increasing charge state, and for different charge
distributions.

Computational Details
We chose carbon clusters comprising 24, 60, 180, 240,
500, and 960 carbon atoms as model systems for the
following reasons. First, the carbon–helium interaction
parameters of the trajectory method were thoroughly
parameterized to experimental momentum transfer cross-
sections for Buckminster-fullerene (C60) [11], and the
trajectory method reproduces the experimentally deter-
mined temperature dependency of the C60 momentum
transfer cross-section in the range of 80 to 500 K [15].
It can thus be expected that momentum transfer cross-
sections calculated by the trajectory method for these
systems are accurate. Additionally, these systems are
highly symmetric and comprise only one type of atoms,
which reduces complexity in the charge distribution as
well as in the analysis of our computational data.
Moreover, the molecular mass and momentum transfer
cross-sections of these systems range from those typical
for small organic molecules (300 Da and ~100 Å2 in
helium buffer gas) to small proteins (12 kDa and ~1000
Å2 in helium buffer gas). The total charge on these
systems was varied from +1 to +6 to simulate multiply
charged systems that are common to electrospray ioniza-
tion. We used two distinct schemes to assign atomic
point charges, which we termed Blocalized^ and
Bdispersed.^ By dispersed charge distribution we mean
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that the total charge of the analyte was uniformly dis-
tributed among all atoms in the molecule. By localized
charge distribution we mean that integer charges were
distributed among select atoms in the molecule. There
are many ways to distribute integer charges in a poly-
atomic molecule. We distributed these integer charges
such that Columbic repulsion between the charges was
minimized (e.g., +2 in straight line, +4 similar to a
tetrahedron, or +6 similar to an octahedron). These two
modes of charge distribution were motivated to assess
qualitatively how strongly the momentum transfer cross-
section of an analyte ion is affected when charges are
sequestered at specific locations in the analyte ion, such
as by salt adducts or strongly basic residues in a peptide
or protein ion. Specific charge distributions by particular
computational procedures were not calculated so that our
discussion is not biased to a specific, artificial definition
of atomic charges (see below). All momentum transfer
cross-sections were calculated for temperatures ranging
from 80 to 700 K with the trajectory method as imple-
mented in the MOBCAL-He [11] and MOBCAL-N2 [22,
33] programs. All calculated cross-sections can be found
in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.

Results and Discussion
Background

Many algorithms are available to calculate momentum transfer
cross-sections for theoretical model structures but only the
scattering on electron density isosurfaces (SEDI) [14, 34], local
collision probability approximation (LCPA) [35], and trajecto-
ry methods [11, 22, 33] are capable to explicitly consider
details of the ion’s charge distribution. From a physical per-
spective, the trajectory method is conceptually the most rigor-
ous approach because it simulates the physical collision pro-
cess within the limits of classic mechanics. The trajectory
method calculates the momentum transfer cross-section Ω Tð Þ
from millions of ion-neutral collisions with deflection angles θ
[36] according to

Ω Tð Þ ¼ 2π
Z∞

0

dε
Zπ

0

dθ f ε; Tð Þ 1−cos θð Þσ ε; θð Þsinθ ð1Þ

Here, f ε; Tð Þ is the Boltzmann distribution of the kinetic
energy ε for an analyte ion–buffer gas system at temperature T ,
σ ε; θð Þ is the differential collision cross-section, and the term
1� cosθð Þ corresponds to the fraction of momentum trans-
ferred via a collision with deflection angle θ and can take on
values between 0 (θ ¼ 0) and 2 (θ ¼ π, head-on collision). The
individual deflection angles θ are calculated by solving
Newton’s equations of motion on an ion-neutral interaction
potential U rð Þ. This ion-neutral interaction potential U rð Þ is

estimated in the MOBCAL implementation [11, 22, 33] as a
sum of two-body interaction terms according to:
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Here, r is the position of the buffer gas particle relative to the
center-of-mass of the analyte ion, Ei and rmin;i are the Lennard-
Jones parameters, Ri the centers of the atoms, and V rð Þ and
Φ rð Þ are the induction and electrostatic components to U rð Þ
arising from electric multipole moments and polarizabilities of
the ion and buffer gas particles. For helium, Jarrold and co-
workers [11] ignore Φ rð Þ and express the charge-induced
interaction V rð Þ according to
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Here, α is the polarizability of the neutral gas, qi the atomic
partial charge, and xi, yi, zi are defined by the relative position
of the atoms with respect to the buffer gas particle according to

xi
yi
zi

0
@

1
A ¼ Ri−r ð4Þ

These expressions are then used to calculate a large number
of deflection angles θ to predict the momentum transfer cross-
sectionΩ Tð Þ according to Equation 1. For nitrogen, Kim et al.
take interactions between the ion charge distribution and the
electrical quadrupole moment of nitrogen into account when
calculating Φ rð Þ [22].

We emphasize that the functional form used in the trajectory
method [11, 22, 33] to express the ion-neutral interaction
potential is by no means rigorous. A thorough discussion of
the ion-neutral interaction potential will be given elsewhere;
here, we stress two issues. First, the ion-neutral interaction
potential is rigorously expressed only on the basis of
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) as a sum of
electrostatic, dispersion, induction, and exchange interactions
[37, 38]. Second, atomic charges are not a quantum-mechanical
observable. Hence, representing the molecular charge distribu-
tion by a distribution of atomic point charges is not straight-
forward. In fact, there are many distinct definitions of how a
molecular charge distribution can be separated into atomic
components, including Mulliken [39], Hirshfeld [40], or natu-
ral atomic orbital [41] population analyses, Bader’s atom-in-
molecule analysis [42], or electrostatic potential-derived [43]
charges. Absolute values of atomic point charges can depend
drastically on the specific definition used for their calculation,
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but also on the level of theory, basis set, and even the molecular
conformation. Moreover, Chirlian and Francl [44] showed that
atoms in similar chemical environments can be given different
fitted charges by the electrostatic potential scheme [43], which
has recently become popular as input for MOBCAL cross-
section calculations [26, 27, 45]. Thus, we refrain from explic-
itly calculating atomic point charges by a specific scheme in
order to not bias our discussion on a specific definition of point
charges or level of theory. Instead, our focus will be to
discuss—in more general terms—how strongly and howmech-
anistically the charge distribution influences the momentum
transfer cross-section of an ion.

Influence of Ion Charge State on the Momentum
Transfer Cross-Section as a Function of the Buffer
Gas Polarizability

Bowers et al. [28] and Jarrold and co-workers [23] studied
mobilities of C60 in helium buffer gas for charge states +1 to
+4. The experiments show that the momentum transfer cross-
section of C60 increases from ~130 Å2 (+1 charge state) to
~150Å2 (+4 charge state). Our calculations for C60 agree well
with these experimental values (see Figure S2, Supporting
Information).

In Figure 1 we correlate the ratio Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ of momen-
tum transfer cross-sections calculated for charge states +6 and
+1 in helium to those in nitrogen buffer gas for all model
systems and temperatures in the range from 80 to 700 K.
Charges are uniformly distributed among all atoms of the ions.
Two observations can be made in the Figure. First, the ratio

Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ is always greater than one for all buffer gases,
model systems, and temperatures. This observation shows that
the momentum transfer cross-section increases with increasing
charge of the analyte ion. We rationalize this observation by
noting that an increase in charge will increase the magnitude of
the induction interaction term V rð Þ (see Equation 3).
Consequently, the ion-neutral interaction potential is deepened
and, thus, the range of the ion-neutral interaction potential is
extended as the charge is increased. Due to this extended range
of the interaction potential, glancing collisions can be expected
to increase in significance when the ion charge is increased,
which increases the momentum transfer cross-section of the
analyte. It is important to note that the induction interaction is
independent of the sign of the charge as the charge enters
Equation 3 quadratically. Hence, the discussion here made on
the basis of positively charged ions pertains equally to ions
with negative charge. Further, our data show that the calculated

ratio Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ is always larger for nitrogen buffer gas than
it is for helium buffer gas. As discussed [31], this observation
can be rationalized by the larger polarizability volume of
nitrogen (α

0
= 1.74 Å3) [36] than that of helium (α

0
= 0.205

Å3) [36, 46]. The point here is that the magnitude of the
induction interaction term V rð Þ in Equation 3 is proportional
to the polarizability volume of the neutral buffer gas particles.
Hence, the range of the ion–nitrogen interaction potential is

more significantly extended by the ion’s charge than the ion–
helium interaction potential. We extrapolate that momentum
transfer cross-sections measured in buffer gases with signifi-
cant electric multipole moments, such as carbon monoxide or
dioxide, will experience an even greater influence of the mo-
lecular charge distribution. The reason for this is that the
electrostatic component of the ion neutral interaction potential
is typically stronger and longer in range than the induction and
dispersion interactions [37, 38].

Influence of Ion Charge State on the Momentum
Transfer Cross-Section as a Function
of Temperature

Figure 2 shows momentum transfer cross-sections predicted
for fullerene C60 in helium and nitrogen buffer gases in the
temperature range from 80 to 700 K for total charges +1 and +4
(uniformly distributed among all atoms). For both buffer gases
and charge states, we note that momentum transfer cross-
sections increase with decreasing temperature. Such a
Btemperature effect^ is expected from previous studies and
has been rationalized by the increasing contribution of glancing
collisions to the cross-sections with decreasing temperature
[11, 12, 31]. Also in line with a previous report [31] is the
observation that this temperature effect is more pronounced for
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Figure 1. Correlation between ratios of momentum transfer

cross-sections Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ calculated for charge states +6
and +1 in helium to those in nitrogen buffer gas for all model
systems and temperatures in the range from 80 to 700 K. The

data show that the ratio Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ is always greater than
one, for all buffer gases, model systems, and temperatures.

Further, the data reveal that the calculated ratio Ω þ6ð Þ=Ω þ1ð Þ
is always larger for nitrogen buffer gas than it is for helium buffer
gas
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the more polarizable buffer gas nitrogen than it is for helium.
This observation underscores that glancing collisions take on a
more significant role for the more polarizable buffer gas nitro-
gen because the range of the ion–nitrogen interaction potential
is longer reaching. Additionally, the data show that the increase
in momentum transfer cross-section when the charge is in-
creased from +1 to +4 is more pronounced at the lower tem-
perature regime than it is at higher temperature. This observa-
tion indicates that the temperature- and charge-effects are
coupled to each other. Moreover, the data show that this
coupling of the temperature- and charge-effects is more pro-
nounced for nitrogen than for helium buffer gas: the difference
in momentum transfer cross-section between the +1 and +4
charge states is larger at 80 K (e.g., 87 Å2 and 287 Å2 for
helium and nitrogen buffer gas, respectively) than at 500 K
(e.g., 14 Å2 and 76 Å2 for helium and nitrogen buffer gas,
respectively). In sum, we note that the significance of glancing
collisions increases with (1) increase in ion charge, (2) increase
of buffer gas polarizability, and (3) decrease in temperature.
Hence, our data indicate that the molecular charge distribution
must be accurately modeled if analyte structures are elucidated
from IMS-MS data recorded at cryogenic temperatures, in
particular in polarizable buffer gases.

Influence of Ion Charge State on the Momentum
Transfer Cross-Section as a Function of Ion Mass

The previous section showed that the charge of the analyte ion
significantly increases the momentum transfer cross-section of
an ion by extending the range of the ion neutral interaction
potential. It is known that the influence of the ion neutral
interaction potential on the momentum transfer cross-section
becomes increasingly negligible as the analyte approaches bulk
matter [31, 47]. Hence, it is expected that the molecular charge
distribution of an analyte ion influences themomentum transfer
cross-section successively less as the analyte ion increases in
molecular mass.

Figure 3 plots the calculated momentum transfer cross-
sections for charge states +1, +2, +4, and +6 in helium and

nitrogen buffer gas as a function of the molecular mass for
model compounds C24, C60, C240, C500, and C960. The total
charges were equally distributed among all atoms. For brevity,
we restrict the discussion here to 300 K but corresponding data
for 120 K and 500 K are found in Figure S1 (see Supporting
Information). In line with previous reports [48], the calcula-
tions show that, overall, the momentum transfer cross-sections
increase with mass of the analyte ion. Further, we find that the
charge of the ion increasingly influences the momentum trans-
fer cross-section with decreasingmass of the ion: the calculated
momentum transfer cross-section of C60 in nitrogen buffer gas
increases by 16%, 58%, and 158% when the charge state is
increased from +1 to +2, +4, and +6, respectively. For C960, the
influence of the charge state is much less pronounced; here, we
find that increasing the charge state from +1 to +6 increases the
momentum transfer cross-sections by only ~4%. These data
support the previously made notion [31, 47] that the attractive
well of the ion neutral interaction potential influences the
momentum transfer process increasingly less as analyte ions
increase in molecular mass. In line with our discussion above
and a previous study [31], the influence of the ion charge on the
momentum transfer cross-section in the less polarizable buffer
gas helium is smaller: the calculated momentum transfer cross-
section of C60 increases by 4%, 20%, and 52%when the charge
state is increased from +1 to +2, +4, and +6, respectively, and
essentially no effect is observed for C960.

Our temperature-dependent data (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information) indicate that the influence of the
charge distribution on the momentum transfer cross-section
increases significantly as the temperature is decreased and vice
versa. This trend is expected from previous reports [11, 12, 31]
and our discussion above because glancing collisions and the
influence of the long-range of the ion neutral interaction po-
tential contribute to the momentum transfer cross-section, es-
pecially at lower temperatures. Indeed, at 120 K, even the
momentum transfer cross-section for C960 is calculated to
increase by 11% when the charge is increased from +1 to +6
in nitrogen. This observation is important because it under-
scores that the charge state must be accuratelymodelled if IMS-
MS data measured at cryogenic temperatures are used for
structure elucidation, especially when the measurements are
conducted in polarizable buffer gases.

Influence of Ion Charge State on the Momentum
Transfer Cross-Section as a Function of the Mode
of Charge Distribution

The previous sections showed that the total charge of the
analyte ion can significantly influence the ion neutral interac-
tion potential. In the calculations discussed above, the total
charge was uniformly distributed among all atoms of the ion.
In reality, however, atomic partial charges are not uniform but,
instead, reflect the electron density. For large and complex
systems, such as peptides or proteins, it is known that charges
can be largely localized to specific functional groups, such as
the highly basic guanidine or amino groups of arginine and
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charges +1 and +4 for helium and nitrogen buffer gas. The data
show that the momentum transfer cross-section increases with
increasing ion charge state, buffer gas polarizability, and with
decreasing temperature of the buffer gas
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lysine residues [49, 50], respectively. Thus, here we investigate
how strongly the momentum transfer cross-section changes
when the total charge is distributed in integer units instead of
uniformly Bsmeared^ among the atoms in the ion.

Figure 4 shows the ratio Ωloc=Ωdisp of momentum transfer
cross-sections calculated with localized and dispersed charges
for C60, C240, and C960 at 120 and 300 K for helium and
nitrogen buffer gases and charge states +1 and +6. The data
show that momentum transfer cross-sections calculated with a
localized charge distribution are typically greater than momen-
tum transfer cross-sections calculated from a uniformly dis-
persed charge distribution. We note only two exceptions from
this trend, both for singly charged C960 at 300 K where the
charge distribution has a fairly negligible effect on the momen-
tum transfer cross-section (Ωloc=Ωdisp∼0:999 in both cases).
Thus, overall, the data show that the momentum transfer cross-
section of an analyte ion increases with charge localization.We
observe the strongest effect for C60 in nitrogen buffer gas at
120 K (i.e., for a system with low molecular mass at low
temperature in a polarizable buffer gas). Here, dispersing a
single charge equally over the entire molecule reduces the
momentum transfer cross-section from 300 to 287 Å2 (i.e., by
~5%). Dispersing a total charge of 6+ reduces the momentum
transfer cross-section of C60 from 975 to 904 Å2 (i.e., by ~8%).
The influence of the charge distribution decreases slightly as
the mass of the analyte ion increases; however, the change in
momentum transfer cross-section is substantial even for the
largest molecules considered here. For instance, distribution
of six charges for C240 and for C960 in nitrogen buffer gas at
300 K reduce the cross-sections by ~7% and ~3%, respectively.
The ratio Ωloc=Ωdisp of C240

6+ is larger than that of C60
6+, an

apparent deviation from the trend. The cause for this deviation
is not entirely obvious to us. However, we note that an analyte
ion can only accommodate a certain number of localized, fully
separated charges. We speculate that the six charges in C60

6+

are no longer truly Blocalized^ while they still are localized in

C240
6+, resulting in a stronger charge effect for C240

6+. Further,
we point out that the effect of the charge distribution on the
momentum transfer cross-section arises through modulation of
the ion neutral interaction potential that determines the collision
process. Hence, it is expected that the magnitude of the charge-
effects discussed here will depend also on the geometry of the
analyte ion. Indeed, Shvartsburg et al. [23] found that localized
charges result in smaller cross-sections than distributed charges
for linear carbon chains.
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However, overall, we observe that the significance of this
Bcharge localization^ effect increases with decreasing molecu-
lar mass, decreasing temperature, increasing buffer gas polar-
izability, and increasing total charge. These findings suggest
that the detailed charge distribution of the analyte can be
expected to significantly influence the momentum transfer
cross-section. This influence is markedly apparent for multiply
charged analytes when measured in polarizable buffer gas at
lower temperatures. Although this effect is particularly pro-
nounced for small molecular mass ions, our data suggest that
analyte ions similar in mass to C960 can also be influenced by
the specific charge distribution within the ion. Hence, the
detailed distribution of the charge density can be expected to
influence the momentum transfer cross-section also for protein
systems such as ubiquitin (~8 kDa) or cytochrome c (~12 kDa).
We emphasize that extra protons in a peptide or protein can be
sequestered [49] to specific functional groups with high gas-
phase basicity [50], such as the ring of histidine residues, or the
guanidine and amino groups of arginine or lysine residues,
respectively. Further, we note that also negatively charged
residues are present in (multiply) protonated protein ions, even
if the total charge state is positive. Since the magnitude of the
induction interaction V rð Þ is independent of the sign of charge,
except for screening of charges of opposite sign, these localized
positive and negative charges would jointly increase the mag-
nitude of the induction interaction between the ion and the
neutral buffer gas particles. Consequently, regions of both
negative and positive charge can be expected to act largely
cooperatively to deepen the ion neutral interaction potential
and increase the momentum transfer cross-section of the ana-
lyte ion.

Bush and co-workers measured inverse mobilities,
1=K0, of peptides, denatured and native-like proteins, as
well as singly charged sodium formate cluster ions in
helium and nitrogen buffer gases [51]. They found that
the correlation between 1=K0 measured in helium and
nitrogen found for the biomolecules differs strongly from
the relationship observed for the sodium formate cluster
ions. Specifically, the inverse mobilities 1=K0 measured
in nitrogen buffer gas for sodium formate cluster ions
were larger than what would be expected from the in-
verse mobilities 1=K0 measured in helium based on the
correlation established for the biomolecules. We note that
singly charged sodium formate cluster ions comprise a
number of negatively and positively charged ions, re-
gardless of the overall charge state of +1. Hence, the
charge distribution of these cluster ions differs strikingly
from that of a singly charged molecular ion of similar
size, such as a peptide. In the context of our discussion
above, it can be extrapolated that the high density of
negative and positive charges present in sodium formate
cluster ions increases the magnitude of electrostatic and
induction contributions to the ion neutral interaction po-
tential over what would be observed for a molecular ion.
Hence, as the momentum transfer cross-section in nitro-
gen buffer gas is much more susceptible to these charge-

related effects, we would expect that the momentum
transfer cross-section of these singly charged sodium
formate cluster ions measured in nitrogen is larger than
what would be expected on the basis of the biomolecule
relationship.

Summary and Conclusion
We systematically investigated the influence of the ion charge
distribution on the momentum transfer cross-section of an
analyte ion in the absence of any structural dynamics. To this
end, we calculated momentum transfer cross-sections for car-
bon cluster model systems and assessed how they change when
varying temperature and polarizability of the buffer gas as well
as mass, total charge, and charge distribution of the ion.
Overall, our data indicate that the detailed distribution of the
ion charge density is intimately linked to the contribution of
glancing collisions to the momentum transfer cross-sections.
Specifically, we find that the significance of the ion charge
distribution increases with ion charge, buffer gas polarizability,
and charge localization. Conversely, the significance of the ion
charge distribution decreases as the buffer gas temperature and
mass of the analyte ion increase. Our data indicate that com-
puted momentum transfer cross-sections of multiply charged
C240 in nitrogen buffer gas at 300 K depends significantly on
the details of the charge distribution. It can be expected that
analyte ions similar or smaller in mass (~3 kDa) or momentum
transfer cross-section (400–500 Å2) would also be significantly
influenced by the charge distribution. Our data further indicate
that accurate structure elucidation on the basis of IMS-MS data
measured in nitrogen buffer gas must account for the molecular
charge distribution even for systems as large as C960 (~12 kDa).
Finally, our data underscore that accurate structure elucidation
is unlikely if ion mobility data recorded in one buffer gas is
converted into other buffer gases when the electronic properties
of the buffer gases differ.

Supporting Information
Calculated momentum transfer cross-sections for carbon clus-
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charge modes. Plots of the calculated cross-sections of fuller-
enes in He and N2 buffer gas versus molecular mass showing
gas polarizability-dependence and temperature dependence.
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